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A First Course in Statistical Programming with RCambridge University Press, 2008

	This text began as notes for a course in statistical computing for second year actuarial and statistical students at the University of Western Ontario. Both authors are interested in statistical computing, both as support for our other research and for its own sake. However, we have found that our students were not learning the right sort of...
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Healing Logics: Culture and Medicine in Modern Health Belief SystemsUtah State University Press, 2001

	
		Scholars in folklore and anthropology are more directly involved in various aspects of medicine—such as medical education, clinical pastoral care, and negotiation of transcultural issues—than ever before. Old models of investigation that artificially isolated "folk medicine," "complementary and alternative...
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Operations Forensics: Business Performance Analysis Using Operations Measures and ToolsMIT Press, 2013

	Investors and analysts often need to look into a firm's operations more deeply than traditional financial statements and models allow. This book describes newly developed tools for using operations metrics to discern and influence the valuation of a firm. It is the first to present these techniques from a unified perspective: that of...
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The AMA Trainers' Activity Book: A Selection of the Best Learning Exercises from the World's Premiere Training OrganizationAMACOM, 2004
The American Management Association’s seminar and course leaders are among the most insightful and skilled educators in the business, consistently delivering outstanding, innovative exercises to improve individual and organizational performance. 

The AMA Trainers’ Activity Book presents 25 exercises used successfully...
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Web Engineering: The Discipline of Systematic Development of Web ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
The World Wide Web has a massive and permanent influence on our lives. Economy, industry, education, healthcare, public administration, entertainment – there is hardly any part of our daily lives which has not been pervaded by the Internet.
    

    Accordingly, modern Web applications are fully-fledged, complex software systems,...
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The Great Firewall of China: How to Build and Control an Alternative Version of the InternetZed Books, 2019

	
		Once little more than a glorified porn filter, China’s ‘Great Firewall’ has evolved into the most sophisticated system of online censorship in the world. Even as the Chinese internet grows and online businesses thrive, speech is controlled, dissent quashed, and any attempts to organize outside the official...
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Web Dragons: Inside the Myths of Search Engine TechnologyMorgan Kaufmann, 2006
In the eye-blink that has elapsed since the turn of the millennium, the lives of those of us who work with information have been utterly transformed. Pretty well all we need to know is on the web; if not today, then tomorrow. Its where we learn and play, shop and do business, keep up with old friends and meet new ones. What makes it possible for us...
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Foundations Of Decision-Making Agents: Logic, Probability and ModalityWorld Scientific Publishing, 2008

	This self-contained book provides three fundamental and generic approaches (logical, probabilistic, and modal) to representing and reasoning with agent epistemic states, specifically in the context of decision making. Each of these approaches can be applied to the construction of intelligent software agents for making decisions, thereby...
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Linear Mixed-Effects Models Using R: A Step-by-Step Approach (Springer Texts in Statistics)Springer, 2013

	Linear mixed-effects models (LMMs) are an important class of statistical models that can be used to analyze correlated data. Such data are encountered in a variety of fields including biostatistics, public health, psychometrics, educational measurement, and sociology. This book aims to support a wide range of uses for the models by applied...
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Software Defined Radio: Enabling TechnologiesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
Software defined radio (SDR) is one of the most important topics of research, and indeed development, in the area of mobile and personal communications. SDR is viewed as an enabler of global roaming and as a unique platform for the rapid introduction of new services into existing live networks. It therefore promises mobile communication networks a...
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The Mueller Report: The Final Report of the Special Counsel into Donald Trump, Russia, and CollusionSkyhorse Publishing, 2019

	NOW A NEW YORK TIMES, WASHINGTON POST, WALL STREET JOURNAL, USA TODAY, AND PUBLISHERS WEEKLY BESTSELLER.

	

	There has never been a more important political investigation than Robert S. Mueller III's into President Donald Trump's possible collusion with Russia. His...
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The Art of Computer Programming, Volume 2: Seminumerical Algorithms (2nd Edition)Addison Wesley, 1981
Knuth's multivolume work, widely recognized as the definitive description of classical computer science, is now available in an attractive, boxed set. The three volumes included in this set have each been revised recently to reflect developments in the field. As earlier editions clearly demonstrated, they comprise an invaluable resource in...
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